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SUMMARY 

A study of the wheel -load supporting capacity of processed snow 
runways was conducted at Hou ghton, Michigan, during 19 59 and 1960. 

Static load t ests were made on processed snow in test b ins to 
determine the extent of disturbance by a surface load and type of failure 
produced . T e st sections of processed snow runways were trafficked 
with an aircraft tire using wheel loads of up to 35,000 lb . R am hard 
ness, unconfined compression, and Cal i fornia B earing Ratio field t est s 
were also performed, and results of the tests were compared . 

It was found that it will b e possible to predict the supporting 
capacity of snow paveme nts from the results of s i mpl e t e sts, especially 
the ram hardness t e sts . 



SUPPORTING CAPACITY OF PROCESSED SNOW RUNWAYS 

by 

Albert F. Wuori 

INTRODUCTION 

Methods of processing snow for the construction of snow roads and runways have been 
the subject of studies conducted by USA SIPRE':' and other groups for several years. Test
ing of processed snow runways to determine wheel-load supporting capacity has been 
limited. Testing with instruments such as the Rammsonde cone penetrometer gives com
parative hardness numbers which have not been directly correlated with wheel loadings as 
yet. Unconfined compression testing of undisturbed cores gives strength values from 
which it is diff ic ult to estimate wheel-load supporting capacity. The relationship between 
supporting capacity in the unconfined and the confined case has not been determined. Also, 
it is not known to what d e pth the influenc e from a surfac e load extends. The California 
Bearing Ratio (CBR} in-place test has be en used, but the values obtained may not be as 
realistic as soil CBR values b ecause of the collaps e phenomena in snow. Density data of 
processed snow are unreliable as a measure of strength. 

Plate bearing tests have b een used also, but again the results cannot be directly re
lated to support of wheel loads. The effect of a tire and that of a rigid plate may b e quit e 
different. Also the e ff ec t of a moving wheel load may b e quite different from that of a 
static load. The effect of repeated coverages must b e considere d also. 

Mor e realistic criteria for e valuating the bearing capacity of snow pavement structur es 
is needed. Simpl e t est results are of little value unless the relation b etween them and actual 
traffic testing us ing r ealistic wheel l oads is determined. That is the subject of this report. 

The study was begun dur ing 1959 at Houghton , Michi gan . Static load tests were p er 
form e d with rigid circul ar plate s and tires on processed snow in bins to deter mine the 
extent of influ e nc e of the surfac e loads. The type or method of failure in the snow was 
studied also. The studies were continued in 1960 and included the trafficking of s e v eral 
t est ·sections of processed snow runway with aircraft whee ls. Traffic testing was lim ited 
to the use of two different tir e inflation pressures and a maximum wheel load of 35,000 lb. 
S impler t e sts were made in conjunction with the traffic testing and th e results were com
pared. 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY 

Static load tests 

In order to study the deformation pattern an d subs equent failure of the process e d snow 
b eneath a surfac e load, test bins of snow were prepared for static load tests. 

The test bin was constructed of ~ in. plywood, 5 ft long, 4 ft wide and 4 ft deep. The 
bin was made up of two intact halves, each 2 ± ft l ong, which could b e clamped together or 
taken apart (Fig. 1}. 

A 1-ft thick laye r of unprocessed snow was placed in the bin and covered by snow 
processed and blown directly into the bin by a rotary plow. The surfac e was then com
pacted and leveled. B efore tests were performed, the snow was age -hardene d for several 
days. 

The bin clamps were unfast e ned and the hardened snow mass was cut in half verti cally 
with a 6-ft s aw . The halves were parte d and a 2-in. grid system was placed on the ex 
posed vertical pr ofile (Fig. 2}, by blowing l ampblack through an aluminum stencil into 
which parallel vertical and h ori zontal slots, 1/16 in . wide, had b een machined. The h alve s 
were immediately placed together and the clamps fastened. 

One static load test was made on each bin. F or the plate b earing tests, a 7 in. diam 
rigid steel plat e was centered over the vertical cut and a specified load was applied. The 
load was maintained until a c onsi d erabl e amount of settlement or p enetration had taken 
plac e . For the wheel-loading tests, a test whee l from an F-86 (Sabr e j et} was mounted t o 
the blade of a D-7 tractor. The tire siz e is 26 x 6. 6 in. and i t has a 14 ply rating. 

,:, R edesignated U. S. Army C old R e gions R esear ch and Engineering Laboratory, 1 F e bruary 
1961. 
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Figure I. Static load test b i n taken 
apart for inspection of v er tical grid 
system after test. The grid lines 

were ruined during this test. 

Figure 3. Static wheel loading t e st on 
hardened snow in test bin. Whe e l load 
is applied with the hydraulically con-

trolled blade of a D-7 tractor. 

Figure 2. Grid system on the ver
tical snow profile in the test bin. 

Figure 4. CBR test apparatus mounted 
to the rear of the test rig. 
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The desi gn load is 7873 lb and the desi gn inflation pressure is 156 ps i . For the t e sts, 
inflation pressure was kept at 152 psi and the load varied from 9800 to 11 , 000 lb. The 
wheel was centered over the vertical cut, p erp endicular to it. The load was applied and 
maintaine d until the tire had penetrated and the settlement rate had slowed considerably 
(Fig. 3). 

After each of the tests, the test bin was taken apart and the halves parted, exposing 
the grid system. Measur e m ent s and photographs were taken and a tracing of the deformed 
grid system was made. 

Preparation of test lanes 

Ten test lanes were constructed in an area having a snow depth of about 48 in. A Snow
blast rotary plow, equipp e d with a rear discharge chute, was used as the snow processor 
on most of the lanes. A P eter snow miller was used on the other lanes. A 36- to 42-in. 
layer of snow was processed leaving a 6 to 12 in. laye r of unprocessed snow beneath. 
Most of the lanes were 24ft wide and 300ft long. After the initial processing, the snow 
was leveled w ith a bulldozer blade and a fi e ld planer. A D-7 Caterpillar tractor and a 
corrugated snow roller were used for compaction. The lanes were then leveled again and 
allow e d to age-harden for 1 week to more than 4 weeks b e fore testing. Six of the test 
lanes were considered adequate for traffic testing in regard to thickness of process e d layer 
and levelne ss of the surface. 

The test lane construct ion also served as a means of observing and evaluating the per
formance of the Snowblast plow and a Curr ies field planer. The Snowblast plow had been 
modified to make it a more satisfactory proc e ssing machine. The Curries field planer, 
Model GP50, was b eing t e sted as a possible machine for leveling snow airfield s . The 
planer was equipped with skis instead of wheels. It has a 11 live 11 hydraulic sys t e . 1 which 
keeps the bottom of the cutting blade or bowl in the same plane as the front ski f3 and the 
tail boom ski, thus l eve l ing automatically in the direction of travel with an effec tive planing 
length of 50 ft (Fi g . 5). 

Wheel traffic testing 

A traffic test rig we i ghing over 30,000 lb was used to traffic the test lanes with an air
craft wheel (Fig. 6). The t est rig is power ed by a Y-12 Continental aircraft engine which 
furnishes power to both fr ont and rear axles through a torque converter and power divider. 
Dual drive wheels are mounte d to each axle. A hydraulically controlled loading frame 
was installed on the test rig, making it possible to mount aircraft wheels below the rig 
and apply a desired load to the test wheel. The test rig has a loading platform with a 6-ft 
under-clearance. Eight 1-ton blocks on the platform made it possible to apply a load of up 
to 35, 000 lb to the test wheel and still retain enough weight on the drive wheels for good 
traction. 

The wheel used for these tests was a B-50 (Superfortress) wheel. The tire is 56 x 18 in. 
and has a 24 ply rating. The rated load is about 38,000 1b and the normal inflation pressure 
is 158 psi. A tire inflation pressure of either 105 psi or 120 psi was used. The wheel 
load was varied from 15,000 to 35, 000 lb and could be kept within 500 lb of the desired load 
while moving along the test lanes. 

The test rig was driven forward on the test lane at about 3 mph, while maintaining the 
d esire d load on the aircraft wheel. At the end of the test lane, the test rig was driven at 
2 to 3 mph in reverse with the aircraft wheel tracking its previous path. Each trip was 
counted as two complete coverages of th e test wheel. After each trip, the test wheel track 
was inspe cte d; the depth of the track at e·ach 10-ft station and the exact location of any 
failure were recorded . T e sting was continued until the entire lane had failed or until bad 
failures pr evente d further testing. 

Other testing 

Unconfined compression, ram hardness, and in-place California B ea ring Ratio (CBR) 
tests were made along with traffic testing so that the results could b e corr e lated . Density 
measurements were also made. 

Before traffic testing of e ach lan e , undisturbed, vertical cores were taken on each 
side of the planne d wheel path at 30-ft stations along the lane. Cores could not be taken 
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Figure 5. Leveling the processed snow with the Gurries field planer. 

Figure 6. Traffic t e st r ig . A B-50 (Superfortress} wheel is mounted 
in the center and can be raised or lowered hydraulically. 
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directly in the path of the test wheel because th.e 4-in. d i am holes which were left con
tributed to failure under the test wheel. In a low temperature laboratory, the cores were 
cut to a 2. 72 in. diam and a 6. 8 in. length, weighed for density computations, and left at 
a temp of -lOC for 2 to 4 hr before testing. Each sample was tested for ultimate uncon
fined compr ~ ssive strength. The rate of deformation was kept constant at 0. 2 in. /min and 
the maximum load before failure was recorded. 

Several ram hardnes 's tests were made at each 30 ft station along the test lane before 
testing. After trafficking was ~ompleted additional ram tests were made nea.r failure zones. 

The CBR in-place tests were also taken before traffic testing. Surface CBR tests were 
made at each 30-ft station. CBR's were also taken at 5- and· 14-in. depths in a test pit in 
each lane. The bearing needle had an area of 3 inZ and the rate of penetration was kept at 
0. 05 in. /min. The CBR test apparatus w3:s mounted to the rear of the test rig (Fig. ~). 

TEST RESULTS 

Static load tests 

Several plate bearing and wheel loading tests were made in the test bins.. Three tests 
w e re discarded because the carbon black grid system was ruined while pulling the snow 
halves apart (Fig. 1). Sticking was prevented during the remainder of the tests by inserting 
a thin sheet of plastic film b e tween the snow profiles. 

Figure 7 shows the vertical deformation beneath the center of the load at various depths. 
The deformation approaches zero at li to 2 times the diameter of the loaded area. The 
diameter of the bearing plate was 7 in. and the tire contact width was approximately 7 in. 
The average tir e contact pressur e varie d from 190 to 200 psi. 

The effect of the rigid plate extends to a greater depth than that of the tire. The de
formed grid b e neath the rigid plate is shown in Figure 8. Vertical displacements of all 
the lines were car e fully measured and are illustrated in Figure 10. Lines of equal vertical 
deformation r e present a deformation zone or zone of disturbance in the snow resulting from 
the surface load. This d e formation zone i s related to the stressed zone, although probably 
not proportionate ly. It is n o t e d that the zone shown in the figure is very similar to the. 
"pressure bulb" or vertical str e ss zone bene ath a surfac e load on an elastic medium as 
computed by Boussinesq and others. 

The deformed grid beneath a surface tire load is shown in Figure 9. The vertical 
deformation zones beneath the tire loads (Fig. 11, 12) are somewhat similar to that beneath 
the rigid plate. However, the vertical deformation is not as widespread lateralfy beneath 
the tires as beneath the plate. This is probably due to the fact that on a cohesive material 
the stress beneath a rigid plate is somewhat more concentrated around the edges of the 
plate, while the stress beneath the tire is more concentrated near the center of the tire. 

Figure 13 illustrates the vertical deformation. beneath the plate and the tires at a 
.2-in. depth and at a 6-in. depth. At a 2-in. depth the deformation is quite uniform beneath 
the entire width of the rig i d plate, while the deformat i on bene ath the tires is much greater 
at the center. At a 6 -in. depth, vertical deformations are much the same. 

The static load tests indicate that the zone of disturbance beneath a tire is quite 
localized and is confined primarily to a depth and width which is Ii times the tire diameter. 

Density of the processed-snow test lanes 

The average density profiles of lanes 4 through 9 are shown in Figure 14. The d e nsity 
profiles vary because of the difference in processing and compaction of each lane. For 
example, lanes 8 and 9 were similarly proc e ssed and compacted except that lane 8 was 
processed with the Peter miller while the Snowblast plow was used to process lane 9. 
A higher density at a 20 to 40 em depth in lane 9 resulted. 

Ram hardness and unconfined compressive strength vs wheel-load supporting capacity 

Lane 4 was subjected to traffic testing after 32 days of age -hardening with a 30, 500 -lb 
wheel load on a tire havi ng an infl_fltion pressure of 120 psi. Two passes (Fig. 15) pro
duced no visible signs of penetration, but defi nite signs of surface failure appeared after 
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VERTICAL DEFORMATION UNDER CENTER OF LOAD 
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surface wheel load. 
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Figure 10. Lines of equal vertical displacement from the rigid 
circular plate load on Rolba snow age -hardened 8 days. Plate 
diam 7 in.; area 38.4 inz. Total load 2000 lb; unit load 52 psi. 

Duration of test 15 min. 

7 

3 to 4 passes. This indicates that a surface having a 400-600 ram number and an unconfined 
compressive strength of 128 psi was adequate for supporting the 30, 500-lb wheel load at 
120 psi contact pressure for up to 2 wheel coverages. A surface hardness of 700-800 ram . 
number and an unconfined compressive strength of about 167 psi was required for supporting 
the same wheel load for 4 to 8 coverages. Observations of the rutting indicated that no 
significant failure was present at penetrations of up to 5 em or 2 in. However, at penetra
tions exceeding 5 em, definite signs of localized shear were present. Therefore, tire 
penetration exceeding 5 ern is considered as excessive and constitutes a failure. 

Lane 5 had a surface hardness of 300-400 ram number and an unconfined compressive 
strength of 170 to 190 psi (Fig. 16). One pass of a 30, 000 lb wheel load with an average 
contact pressure of 120 psi produced a 5 em rut. The total load was then lowered to 
15, 200 lb whi ch reduced the average contact pressure to 98 psi. The traffi c path was also 
moved several feet from and parallel to the previous pass. Four passes were required to 
produce the same damage as before. 

The cross-sectional profile of lane 6 (Fig. 17a) indicates a relatively strong pavement 
structure. This lane had a surface layer hardness of 500-600 ram and 200 to 290 uncon
fined compressive strength and a relatively strong base course. An exception to this 
condition is noted at the 100 ft station where the hardness is only 200 to 300 ram. The 
lane supported the wheel load of 34, 000 lb without failure except near the 100 ft station where 
four passes produced a slight failure which became progressively worse with each additional 
pass. Indications were that the remainder of the test lane was capable of supporting the 
test wheel for at least 20 coverages. 

The wheel load was then changed to 20, 300 lb, creating an average unit load of 97 psi, 
and a series of passes were made parallel to and several feet from the old track (Fig. 17b). 
No failure was noted after 2 wheel coverages, but after 4 coverages were made, slight 
surface failure began in the 200-300 ram hardness area. Ten coverages produced a serious 
shear failure in this area and a slight failure in the 300-400 ram hardness area. No failure 

was observed in the 400-500 ram hardness area. It can be noted that both the ram hardness 
and unconfined compressive strength were high throughout the entire depth of the lane. 
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Fig ure 14. Dens ity of the processed
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The cross-sectional profile of lane 7 is shown in Figure 18. No failure resulted from 
the 30,500 lb, 121 psi wheel load until 7 passes were made. A slight surface fai'lure in 
the 300 -400 ram hardness area develope d; how ever, the 400-500 ram hardness area was 
not damaged. A very slow progressive penetration then occurred after each additional 
pass. The surface layer was underlain by a layer with a ram hardness of 400 to 600 
which evidently helped to resist further damage. However, after 26 pass~s most of the 
track was in bad condition due to localized shear failure and wear. 

The cross-sectional profile of lane 8 (Fi g. 19) indicates that a 27,000 lb, 120 psi 
wheel load produces a slight failure after 10 pass es in the 400 to 500 ram hardness range 
and 123 ps l. unconfined compressiv~ strength. The wheel load was supported on a surface 
having a 500 to 600 ram hardness and over. · 

The cross-sectional profile of lane 9 (Fig . 20a} i llustrates the results of a 14,600 lb, 
97 psi wheel load applied on a surface with a ram hardness range of 300-400 and under
lain by a stronger material having a ram of 600-800. No significant failure occurred 
after 20 passes. The wheel load was then increased to 27,000 lb and 116 psi (Fig . 20b}. 
No significant failure occurred after 20 passes except near one end of the lane where the 
300-400 ram hardness layer was underlain by a layer having a hardness of only 200-300. 
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Figure 17. Ram hardne s s profil e, lane 6. Snowblast snow 
age-hardened 22 days. Tire inflation pressure 105 psi . 
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Peter snow. a) Wheel load 14,600 lb, tire inflation pressure 
120 psi. b) Wheel load 27,000 lb, tire inflation pressure 120 psi. 
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It i9 se e n f r om many of the figur e s that sno w having an unconfined compressive 
strength e qual to or only slightly g reater than the tire inflation pr e ssure did not support 
the wheel loads. Although the averag e ·unit contact pressure of the tire is approximate ly 
equal to the inflation pressure, the stress distribution beneath the tire is evi dently not 
uniform. The maximum contact pressure probably occurs be ne a t h the c e nter of the tire 
and is considerably greater than the average contact pressur e . 

Studies of the pressure patterns under aircraft tir e s by th e Civil Aeronautics Admin
istration (Lawton, 1957) have shown that, when the whe e l load i s l e ss than the rated tire 
load, the load distribution pattern forms an e llopsoid, with maximum contact pressur e 
beneath the center of the tire. However , whe n the t i re is overloa d e d, it begins to buckl e 
and the pressure pattern approaches one of uniform distribution. In the CAA studies it 
was found that, at loads less than or e qual to the rated tire load, the maximum contact 
pressure is mor e than 130% of the ave rag e contact pressure. Also for tire inflation pres
sure less than 7i psi per tire ply rating , the ave rag e contact pressur e is greater than the 
inflation· pres sure . 

Traffic tests on the processed snow lanes were made with a tir e having a 24 ply rating 
and a rated tire load of 38,000 lb. The maximum inflation pressure used was 120 psi which 
is considerably less than 7i psi per ply. The maximum wheel load us e d was 35,000 lb 
which is also less than the rated tire load. Therefore, the averag e contact pressure was 
somewhat greater than the i nflation pr e ssur e and the maximum contact pressure was con
siderably greater than the average pressure. These conditions undoubtedly explain the 
failure of surfaces having a compressive str ength e qual to or greate r than the average 
contact pressure. 

The results (Fl.gs. 15-20; Table I) w e r e used to plot curves showing the ram hardness 
of the top 15 em necessary for supporting various wheel loads and tire pressures for a 
specified humber of wheel coverages (Fig. 21). Each point on the curves represents the 
lowest hardness of a surfa-ce layer which supported the indi cated wheel traffic at all times. 
The data were obtained for wheel loads of 15,000 to 35,000 lb and tir e inflation pressures 
of 105 and 120 psi (Table I). No attempt i s made to extrapolate beyond thi s range. The 
supporting capacity oi the top 15 em depends on the strength of the underlying snow. A 
top layer resting on a weak snow layer will probably not support the wheel load indicated 
on the chart. Therefore, the underlying snow should have a hardness of at l e ast 75% of 
the surface layer hardness. It can be seen from the chart that the required hardness is 
dependent largely on the number of wheel passes as well as on the total whe e l load and 
tire inflation pressure. 

As an example, assume that a runway is constructed and after age -hardening it is 
found that the 0-15 em hardness is 400R with 300R readings below this layer. The curves 
would show that the runway would support a 15,000 lb wheel load at a 120 psi inflation 
pressure for 8 passes or a 22,000 lb wheel load for 4 passes or a 30,000 lb wheel load 
for 2 passes. However, if the inflation pressure is only 105 psi, a 20,000 lb wheel load 
would be supported for 8 passes, 29,000 lb for 4 passes, or 37,000 lb for 2 passes. 

It was observed during the traffic testing that wherever a small failure occurred, 
each successive wheel coverage extended this failure in the direction of wheel travel and 
the rutting became progressively longer. When the tire b e gan to climb out of a rut, the 
damaging effect was greater and the length of rut was increased (Fig. 22). 

California Bearing Ratio vs wheel-load supporting capacity 

The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) in-plac e tests made on each lane indicated values 
ranging from 1 Oo/o to 40% at the 0. l-in. penetration value. The significant tests, that is, 
the lowest CBR's at locations where no failure occurred and highest CBR's at locations 
where failure did occur are shown in Figure 23. CBR curves which show lower values 
than the dashed c.urves would indicate that the surface would definitely fail when subjected 
to the number of coverages and wheel load indicated. Tests showing higher values would 
indicate that the surface probably would not fail. Tests showing higher values than the 
solid curves would indicate that the surface would not fail. As an example consider the 
CBR curves for lane 8 and 9 which were each subjected to 20 coverages of a wheel with a 
contact pressure of 116 psi. The CBR value is read at the 0. l-in. penetration point and 
is the unit load at that point expressed as a percentage of 1000 ps i , which i s the supporting 
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Figure 21. Required ram hardness 
for supporting various wheel loads. 
The abcissa indicates wh e el loads at 

various tire inflation pressure s. 

value of crushed stone at that penetration 
point. The lowest CBR value where 
failure did not occur was 21 o/o. There
fore, CBR values less than l8o/o would 
definitely indicate an unsafe surface for 
this type of traffic but values greater than 
21 o/o indicate a surface which is capable 
of supporting that traffic. Similar con
clusions may be made from the other CBR 
curves for specific degrees of traffic. In 
general, the CBR results indicate that in 
order to support a wheel load of about 
30, 000 lb with a tire inflation pressure of 
about 120 psi for several coverages, the 
CBR value at the surface should exceed 
2lo/o. 

In flexible pavement design work, 
CBR values of soil in this range would 
indicate an unsatisfactory upper base 
material. For wheel loads of 30, 000 lb, 
CBR values of about 60o/o are required 
(Spangler, 1951). There is some doubt, 
however, as to the relationship of the 
CBR values of snow to CBR values of 
soil. Typical CBR tests on soils form 
curves which indicate a plastic behavior. 
The curves are quite smooth without any 
sharp breaks and, depending on the soil 
type or condition, gradually depart from 
the stan dard crushed stone CBR curve 

(Bruce and Clarkeson, 1950). Howeve r , th e CBR curves of snow (Fig. 23) indicate an 
ini tial slight increase i n penetration wit h i n c reas e i n load up to a well defined collapse 
point. This would seem to i ndicate e lastic b ehavi or until the load exceeds the shear 
strength of the bonds between s n ow gr a ins. A shear collaps e then occurs followed by 
consolidation and another increase i n unit l oad f o llowed by another collapse. 

Many of the curves show at l e ast tw o of the s e collapses before the 0. l-in. penetra-
tion point is reached and for that r e ason the uni t load value at that point may not be reliable. 
It may be more reliable to select a low e r penetrat i on point. For example, if the CBR 
curve for lane 9 is compared with th e crushed sto n e stan dard curve at a penetration value 
of 0. 025 in. (fi rst initial collapse poin t ), t h e CBR v a lue i n percent would be 

325 (unit load on crushe d stone ) 
200 (unit load on s now ) 

X 100 = 62o/o. 

This means that the snow has 62o/o of the supporting value of crushe d stone at a penetration 
of 0. 025 in. while at 0.1-in. pe ne tratio n the snow only has 2lo/o of the supporting value of 
crushed stone. Thus , for snow , i t may be mor e r e alistic to compute the CBR value from 
the unit load at the initial collaps e p oint rather than at the arbitrary 0. l-in. penetration. 

DISCUSSION 

The static wheel load t e sts ind i cat e d that the d i s tu rbed or fa i lure zone in the snow is 
quite localiz e d beneath the tire and, fo r practical pu r pos e s, does not extend more than 
11;- tire diameters in depth. The ve rtical displac e me nt s of the processed snow beneath a 
surface load form the disturbed z one which is characte ristic of the "pressure bulb 11 found 
in soils work. 

The results of traffic t e sting ind i cate that i t may be p o ss ible to evaluate the wheel
supporting capac i ty of a s n ow pavement structu r e with the u se of a Rammsonde although 
it is apparent that a large number of tes t s must be mad e . The unconfi n e d compre ssion 
test does not appear to be v e ry r e li a bl e . The undist u rb e d snow cor e s may fail under a 
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Table I. Ram hardness required for supporting 
various wheel loads and tire pressures. 

Wheel load (lb) Tire inflation No. of Minimum 
B-50 aircraft pressure coverages ram 

wheel (ps i ) supported hardness* 

14,600 120 l 152 

14,600 120 4 320 

14,600 120 8 415 

14,600 120 20 510 

15,200 120 2 212 

15,200 120 4 310 

27,000 120 2 365 

27,000 120 4 515 

27,000 120 10 700 

27,000 120 20 815 

30,000 120 1 290 

30,500 120 3 510 

30,500 120 4 590 

30,500 120 8 740 

20,300 105 2 210 

20,300 105 4 303 

20,300 105 10 440 

34,000 105 1 260 

34,000 105 2 350 

34,000 105 4 490 

34,000 105 8 660 

34,000 105 20 790 

):c This is the average ram hardness forth~ 0 to 15-cm depth. 

small load because of weak planes which might not be critical in the snow mass. Con
finement of the snow in situ rna y also increase its supporting strength. However, it m ·ust 
not be assumed that the unconfined compression test will always indicate safe values -. 
A snow having an unconfined compressive strength of 100 psi will not necessarily support 
a tire with an inflation pressure of 100 psi. The stress distribution beneath a tire is 
such that the maximum unit load may greatly exceerl both the tire inflation pressure and 
the average unit load. · 

The CBR in•place test results indicate such a small spread or range of standard 
values, that it would be difficult to e valuate the bearing capacity with standard CBR values 
alone. The CBR value at 0. l-in. ,penetration is not reliable because of the collapse 
phenomenon which occurs in snqy.r. The CBR value at the first collapse point may be a 
more reliable one. 

It was found that both the tire inflation pressure and total wheel load were very 
important factors to consider in determining whether a snow pavement would support a 
certain type of aircraft. The effect of repeated coverages was even greater. Four 
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Figur-e 22. Typical failure of the 
compacted snow surface after re
peated coverages by the aircraft 
wheel. 
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Figure 23. Critical California Bearing 
Ratio (CBR) field tests of surfaces sub
jected to traffic. 

coverages of an aircraft wheel would require a snow pavement approximately twice as hard 
-as that required for only one coverage of the same wheel. This would be a very important 
consideration in the evaluation of a snow road or even a heavily used runway. A road is 
usually quite narrow and vehicle wheels will be traveling mostly in one path. A runway, 
however , is usually wide enough that aircraft landing or taking off will not be traveling in 
one particular path and hence repeated coverages are not as likely to occur. 

The test results in general indicate that aircraft having wheel loads of up to 30, 000 lb 
and tire inflation pressures of up to 120 psi can be supported by dry processed and com
pacted snow pavements. 

The testing done so far has been very limited. Only one type of aircraft wheel has 
been used at two diffe rent tire pressures , with wheel loads of up to 35, 000 lb. There is 
a need for more traffic testing with various types of tires having different ply ratings, 
inflation pressures, and wheel loads. T e sts should be made at relatively low tire pres
sures (50-100 psi) and also higher pr e ssures (150 and above}. Wheel loads of over 
50, 000 lb should also be used. This type . of test i ng program, in conjunction with simple 
field tests, should lead to a more complete method of evaluating the bearing capacity 
of snow pavement structures. 
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